AXIS LED LIGHT
™

Axis™ LED Light

Precision Dentistry
A light attached to your loupe
leverages coaxial alignment to
remove shadows that overhead
light causes
Visibility Without Patient
Discomfort
Loupe lights cast a spot wide
enough to fill your loupe image
without shining an uncomfortable
light in your patients eyes

Activ™ Neck
Battery

Increase Resolution
Illumination adds yet another
level of resolution, meaning you
are able to make the best clinical decisions given patient need

Advanced Comfort and Visualization

Enova developed the Axis™ LED Clip-On Light to be a lightweight, ergonomic illumination solution
compatible with all Enova loupes. An accompanying neckband-style battery powers 30,000 lux
illumination, variable light intensity, maximum magnification field of view, and 5+ hours of working
time. When used in conjunction with lightweight Vizix® loupes, clinicians benefit from superior
illumination, visualization, and comfort, allowing them to perform with ease and confidence.

ERGONOMIC
NECK BATTERY

Cut out the hassle of
struggling with traditional
tethered battery packs! The
neck-worn, capacitive touch
Activ battery can be easily
activated and adjusted
through disposable gowns
and without removing
gloves.

COLOR
PERSONALIZATION

Choose from five different
distinct color caps to
personalize your light.
Available in silver, black, blue,
green and purple. Activ™
Battery caps also come in
black, green, blue and purple
to complete the look.

OPTIONAL HD GLASS
COMPOSITE FILTER

Removes the light wavelength
that tends to speed up the
curing of composite materials
specific to the dental field.
When not needed, simply flip
the filter up for pure LED light.

TECHNICAL DATA
Light Source: High Performance LED
Lamp Illumination: 30,000 lux
Color Temperature: 6,100k
Illumination Spot Size: 4 inches, fixed
Optional: HD glass composite filter
Construction: Aircraft Aluminum
Weight: 7 grams
LED Warranty: 3 years
Battery: Rechargeable Lithium-Ion (charger included)
Battery Warranty: 1 year
Ba�ery Pack Op�ons
Ac�v Neck Ba�ery*
Ba�ery Run-Time
4-8 hours
Ba�ery Pack Dimensions
21" long, 1"x1"
Ba�ery Pack Weight
5oz (149g)

PP1.5
10-20 hours
4”x2.5"x1"
7oz (200g)

*Recommended by Enova

DESIGNED TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

Enova offers a range of LED clip-on lights and surgical headlights so you can select the specifications
to fit your needs. Whether you need bright, penetrating light for deep surgical cavities or cordless
freedom for your active work, Enova has you covered. Visit www.goenova.com to learn more.

Qubit Cool (XLT-105F)
105,000 lux
Tethered wearable battery
Run-time: 8+ hours

Axis Light™

30,000 lux
Wearable neck battery/
traditional battery pack
10+ hour run-time

MagneLite™

25,000 lux
Tethered wearable battery
Run-time: 5-10 hours

To learn more about how Enova can help you see better, so you can perform better,
visit www.goenova.com, call 651.236.8857, or email sales@goenova.com.
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(XLT-105F)

Atom™ Light

23,000 lux
Wireless Battery
2+ hour run-time

